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EVEREST BASE CAMP – 2010 October 23 – November 03



ANNAMALAI RAJENDRAN ASHWIN VORA BALA A. BALAKRISHNAN GOPI REDDY PADMA CHARI PRAMATH RAJ SINHA REETA GHEEWALA RESHMA NIGAM SHOBHA REDDY Tour Operator Manoj Sharma – [email protected] +977 985 106 1850 or +977 984 171 9767 (cell)
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INTRODUCTION Mount Everest towers above the Khumbu at over 29,000 feet and is perhaps the most iconic symbol of challenge and adventure on Earth. On this classic Everest Base Camp Trek, follow in the footsteps of legends as we ascend from verdant Lukla to the vast glaciers and razor-sharp ridgelines of the Everest Himalayas; home of the world's highest peaks. At Base Camp, stand face-to-face with the fabled Khumbu Ice Fall and its towering seracs. Hike to the summit of Kala Pattar at over 18,200 feet for an unobstructed view of Everest's windblown summit, trailing a seemingly perpetual banner of cloud and snow. This epic journey begins and ends in Kathmandu where opportunities abound to explore UNESCO World Heritage sites and discover colorful Buddhist and Hindu traditions.



FEATURES Mountains: The Khumbu Himalaya Range: Everest, Lhotse, Thamserku, Ama Dablam, Nuptse, Tawatse, Kantega, Pumo Ri, etc. Rivers: Bhote Kosi, Lobuche Khola and Dudh Kosi. Ethnic Tribes: Mostly Sherpas and Tibetans in Namche Bazaar, Thyangboche, Pheriche, Lobuche, Lukla with monasteries, chortens & Mani stones. Forests: Rhododendron and Pine. Landscapes: Varying from temperate valleys to snow clad mountains. Grade: 4 + Flights: Both ways from Kathmandu to Lukla. Warning: Altitude Sickness.



ITINERARY AT A GLANCE Dt



Distance



Time



Phakding



4.5 mi



4h



8600 ft



Phakding



6.0 mi



6h



11300 ft



Namche
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Namche Bazaar Hotel Everest View



Yeti Mtn Homes (WL) Mtn Resort (OK) Hotel Sherpaland



4 to 6 hrs, 1000 to 1500 ft



Namche



Hotel Sherpaland



26



Tengboche



5.4 mi



6h



12530 ft



Tengboche



Gompa Lodge



27



6.5 mi



7h



14150 ft



Dingboche



Family Hotel
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Dingboche Chhukhung Valley



4 to 6 hrs, 1000 to 1500 ft



Dingboche



Family Hotel



29



Lobuche



5.1 mi



5.5 h



16250 ft



Lobuche



Alpine Inn
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Gorak Shep, EBC, Gorak Shep



8.6 mi



9h



16930 ft



Gorak Shep



Buddha Lodge



31



KP, Gorak Shep, Pheriche



10.0 mi



6h



14000 ft



Pheriche



Himalaya Hotel



01



Namche Bazaar



11.7 mi



7h



11300 ft



Namche



02



Lukla



10.5 mi



6h



9350 ft



Lukla



4600 ft



Kathmandu



Hotel Sherpaland Everest Summit Lodge (WL) Khumbu Resort (OK) Hyatt



23 24
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Leg Lukla



Kathmandu



Overnight
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DETAILED ITINERARY OCT 23: SCENIC FLIGHT TO LUKLA, WALK TO PHAKDING Early in the morning you transfer to the airport to board your flight. This sometimes involves a period of waiting around, so remember to pack a book in your daypack! Once up and away, your destination on this breathtaking flight is the Sherpa village of Lukla, perched above the Dudh Kosi or ‘River of Milk’; so named because glacier meltwater makes it appear pale. Years ago, Lukla was a herding pasture (its name actually means ‘Place for Sheep’), but it is now the gateway to the Everest region and many trekkers pass through this prosperous village. After a picnic lunch you commence your trek with an afternoon’s downhill walking to reach Phakding. One of the first things you’ll notice as you start trekking are the differences between the Newari people of the Kathmandu Valley and the local Sherpa people, who migrated from Tibet 500 years ago. Sherpas dress similarly to the Tibetans and their language is closely related to, though not easily understood by the remaining ‘true’ Tibetans. Along the trail are mani stone walls, made from hundreds of stone tablets and giant carved boulders, brilliantly decorated with brightly-coloured paints. Buddhists hold these sacred and believe they gain merit in their next life by praying as they go past. As a sign of respect to the local people, you must always pass these in a clockwise direction.



OCT 24: NAMCHE BAZAAR From Phakding the trail follows the river through stands of pine and oak as far as Jorsale, the entrance to Sagarmatha National Park. Here the track starts to rise and rhododendron, magnolia and giant fir trees predominate. You start up the famous Namche Hill, your first big ascent, where you take a slow, steady pace. It is an excellent place to learn to walk from the masters - the porters. Their ability to climb such hills with enormous loads is all technique, and following them allows you to learn the rhythm that makes each ascent seem effortless. At the top you reach Namche Bazaar, a delightful mountain village and the Sherpa ‘capital’. It is also an important trading centre for the local people. You spend a ‘rest and acclimatization’ day here, allowing you time to sightsee or relax in the sun!



OCT 25: FIRST ACCLAMATIZATION DAY Hike high, sleep low – that’s the golden rule of acclamatization. A pleasant day trip to explore and visit Shyangbuche, Hotel Everest View and Khumjung. From the Everest View Hitel, you will get spectacular views of the Everest and several other peaks.



OCT 26: THYANGBOCHE On leaving Namche the mountain views start to open up and become more dramatic as you approach the holy ground of Thyangboche, with its wonderful gompa (monastery), where the rimpoche (lama re-incarnate) resides. This is the traditional site where expeditions to the mountains receive their blessing from the High Lama. From the trekker’s point of view Thyangboche is the place where one of the best mountain panoramas can be viewed: Kwangde, Nuptse, Lhotse, Kangtega, Ama Dablam and Everest all loom above. The walk up the ridge behind the gompa is definitely worth the effort!



OCT 27: DINGBOCHE Carrying on from Thyangboche, you pass close to Pangboche whose gompa holds the famous ‘Yeti scalp’. From now on you are really in high altitude country, where agriculture is only barely possible and the lives of the local Sherpas are spartan by any standards. You walk on to Dingboche, a picturesque village just under Ama Dablam. Much of the walking in this area is over comparatively gentle gradients, although you proceed at a leisurely pace because of the altitude. You’ve now reached an altitude of 4100m and it’s time for another acclimatization day. Dingboche is a 4



‘summer village’, used by Sherpas with homes lower in the valley to look after their herds in the summer months, and it offers outstanding views.



OCT 28: SECOND ACCLAMATIZATION DAY Nagartsang Gompa or Chukhung, that’s the question. Located nearby and West of Dingboche, the Nangkartshang Gompa provides a grand view of Mt.Makalu. Extraordinary views of the peaks - Ama Dablam, Lhotse and Nuptse the ice walls of Amphu Lapcha pass and the streams flowing from Lhotse & Nuptse glaciers, the spectacular Imja Khola valley are the rewards of trekking to Chukhung.



OCT 29: LOBUCHE Ascend slowly to the ridge above Dingbuche then continue a gentle sloping trail to the village of Duglha. The trail climbs steeply onto the terminal moraine of the Khumbu Glacier then contours down to a stream where we cross the bridge to reach the village of Duglha. A short steep climb on the moraine to a row of stone monuments in memory of Sherpas and climbers. Moving on to Khumbu valley where we have a fantastic view of the mountains before we reach Lobuche.



OCT 30: GORAK SHEP, EBC, GORAK SHEP From Lobuche you make the tough walk to Everest Base Camp at approximately 17560 ft. During the spring, the main climbing season, you’re likely to see the encampments of expeditions from all over the world, whose common aim is to make successful ascents of the world’s highest mountain. However, in the autumn this area will be deserted, with the only indication of mountaineering activity being the occasional memorial to lives lost on the mountain. Retracing your steps you’ll descend to spend the night at Gorakshep (16930 ft).



OCT 31: KALA PATTAR, PHERICHE The next day there’s the opportunity to make the steady climb to the lofty summit of Kalar Patar (18300 ft), the rocky outcrop which towers above Everest Base Camp. Most people who are fit and have acclimatized without problems - generally at least half the group - make this ascent. The views from Kalar Patar are breathtaking – far better than Base Camp itself; Everest, Nuptse, Lhotse and numerous other peaks are visible. After descending from the peak you continue your descent to Pheriche (14000 ft), rejoining any members of the group who opted not to climb today.



NOV 01: NAMCHE BAZAAR NOV 02: LUKLA NOV 03: FLIGHT TO KATHMANDU In the early morning you take off from Lukla airstrip for a spectacular mountain flight back to Kathmandu. After being met at the domestic airport terminal and transferred to your hotel, the rest of the day is free to explore this wonderful city; shopping for souvenirs, trying out the various restaurants in Thamel or simply relaxing.
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TREK MAP
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HIGH ALTITUDE: ACCLIMATIZATION AND ILLNESSES What Causes Altitude Illnesses The concentration of oxygen at sea level is about 21% and the barometric pressure averages 760 mmHg. As altitude increases, the concentration remains the same but the number of oxygen molecules per breath is reduced. At 12,000 feet (3,658 meters) the barometric pressure is only 483 mmHg, so there are roughly 40% fewer oxygen molecules per breath. In order to properly oxygenate the body, your breathing rate (even while at rest) has to increase. This extra ventilation increases the oxygen content in the blood, but not to sea level concentrations. Since the amount of oxygen required for activity is the same, the body must adjust to having less oxygen. In addition, for reasons not entirely understood, high altitude and lower air pressure causes fluid to leak from the capillaries which can cause fluid build-up in both the lungs and the brain. Continuing to higher altitudes without proper acclimatization can lead to potentially serious, even life-threatening illnesses.



Acclimatization The major cause of altitude illnesses is going too high too fast. Given time, your body can adapt to the decrease in oxygen molecules at a specific altitude. This process is known as acclimatization and generally takes 1-3 days at that altitude. For example, if you hike to 10,000 feet (3,048 meters), and spend several days at that altitude, your body acclimatizes to 10,000 feet (3,048 meters). If you climb to 12,000 feet (3,658 meters), your body has to acclimatize once again. A number of changes take place in the body to allow it to operate with decreased oxygen.     



The depth of respiration increases. Pressure in pulmonary arteries is increased, "forcing" blood into portions of the lung which are normally not used during sea level breathing. The body produces more red blood cells to carry oxygen, The body produces more of a particular enzyme that facilitates the release of oxygen from hemoglobin to the body tissues.



Prevention of Altitude Illnesses Prevention of altitude illnesses falls into two categories, proper acclimatization and preventive medications. Below are a few basic guidelines for proper acclimatization.      



If possible, don't fly or drive to high altitude. Start below 10,000 feet (3,048 meters) and walk up. If you do fly or drive, do not over-exert yourself or move higher for the first 24 hours. If you go above 10,000 feet (3,048 meters), only increase your altitude by 1,000 feet (305 meters) per day and for every 3,000 feet (915 meters) of elevation gained, take a rest day. "Climb High and sleep low." This is the maxim used by climbers. You can climb more than 1,000 feet (305 meters) in a day as long as you come back down and sleep at a lower altitude. If you begin to show symptoms of moderate altitude illness, don't go higher until symptoms decrease (“Don't go up until symptoms go down"). If symptoms increase, go down, down, down! 7



 











 



Keep in mind that different people will acclimatize at different rates. Make sure all of your party is properly acclimatized before going higher. Stay properly hydrated. Acclimatization is often accompanied by fluid loss, so you need to drink lots of fluids to remain properly hydrated (at least 3-4 quarts per day). Urine output should be copious and clear. Take it easy; don't over-exert yourself when you first get up to altitude. Light activity during the day is better than sleeping because respiration decreases during sleep, exacerbating the symptoms. Avoid tobacco and alcohol and other depressant drugs including, barbiturates, tranquilizers, and sleeping pills. These depressants further decrease the respiratory drive during sleep resulting in a worsening of the symptoms. Eat a high carbohydrate diet (more than 70% of your calories from carbohydrates) while at altitude. The acclimatization process is inhibited by dehydration, over-exertion, and alcohol and other depressant drugs.



Preventive Medications Diamox (Acetazolamide) allows you to breathe faster so that you metabolize more oxygen, thereby minimizing the symptoms caused by poor oxygenation. This is especially helpful at night when respiratory drive is decreased. Since it takes a while for Diamox to have an effect, it is advisable to start taking it 24 hours before you go to altitude and continue for at least five days at higher altitude. The recommendation of the Himalayan Rescue Association Medical Clinic is 125 mg. twice a day (morning and night). (The standard dose was 250 mg., but their research showed no difference for most people with the lower dose, although some individuals may need 250 mg.) Possible side effects include tingling of the lips and finger tips, blurring of vision, and alteration of taste. These side effects may be reduced with the 125 mg. dose. Side effects subside when the drug is stopped. Contact your physician for a prescription. Since Diamox is a sulfonamide drug, people who are allergic to sulfa drugs should not take Diamox. Diamox has also been known to cause severe allergic reactions to people with no previous history of Diamox or sulfa allergies. Frank Hubbell of SOLO recommends a trial course of the drug before going to a remote location where a severe allergic reaction could prove difficult to treat. Dexamethasone (a steroid) is a prescription drug that decreases brain and other swelling reversing the effects of AMS. Dosage is typically 4 mg twice a day for a few days starting with the ascent. This prevents most symptoms of altitude illness. It should be used with caution and only on the advice of a physician because of possible serious side effects. It may be combined with Diamox. No other medications have been proven valuable for preventing AMS.



Acute Mountain Sickness (AMS) AMS is common at high altitudes. At elevations over 10,000 feet (3,048 meters), 75% of people will have mild symptoms. The occurrence of AMS is dependent upon the elevation, the rate of ascent, and individual susceptibility. Many people will experience mild AMS during the acclimatization process. Symptoms usually start 12-24 hours after arrival at altitude and begin to decrease in severity about the 8



third day. The symptoms of Mild AMS are headache, dizziness, fatigue, shortness of breath, loss of appetite, nausea, disturbed sleep, and a general feeling of malaise. Symptoms tend to be worse at night and when respiratory drive is decreased. Mild AMS does not interfere with normal activity and symptoms generally subside within 2-4 days as the body acclimatizes. As long as symptoms are mild, and only a nuisance, ascent can continue at a moderate rate. When hiking, it is essential that you communicate any symptoms of illness immediately to others on your trip. AMS is considered to be a neurological problem caused by changes in the central nervous system. It is basically a mild form of High Altitude Cerebral Edema (see below).



Basic Treatment of AMS The only cure is either acclimatization or descent. Symptoms of Mild AMS can be treated with pain medications for headache and Diamox. Both help to reduce the severity of the symptoms, but remember, reducing the symptoms is not curing the problem. Diamox allows you to breathe faster so that you metabolize more oxygen, thereby minimizing the symptoms caused by poor oxygenation. This is especially helpful at night when respiratory drive is decreased. Since it takes a while for Diamox to have an effect, it is advisable to start taking it 24 hours before you go to altitude and continue for at least five days at higher altitude. The recommendation of the Himalayan Rescue Association Medical Clinic is 125 mg. twice a day (morning and night). (The standard dose was 250 mg., but their research showed no difference for most people with the lower dose, although some individuals may need 250 mg.) Possible side effects include tingling of the lips and finger tips, blurring of vision, and alteration of taste. These side effects may be reduced with the 125 mg. dose. Side effects subside when the drug is stopped. Contact your physician for a prescription. Since Diamox is a sulfonamide drug, people who are allergic to sulfa drugs should not take Diamox. Diamox has also been known to cause severe allergic reactions to people with no previous history of Diamox or sulfa allergies. Frank Hubbell of SOLO in New Hampshire recommends a trial course of the drug before going to a remote location where a severe allergic reaction could prove difficult to treat.



Moderate AMS Moderate AMS includes severe headache that is not relieved by medication, nausea and vomiting, increasing weakness and fatigue, shortness of breath, and decreased coordination (ataxia). Normal activity is difficult, although the person may still be able to walk on their own. At this stage, only advanced medications or descent can reverse the problem. Descending even a few hundred feet (70-100 meters) may help and definite improvement will be seen in descents of 1,000-2,000 feet (305-610 meters). Twenty-four hours at the lower altitude will result in significant improvements. The person should remain at lower altitude until symptoms have subsided (up to 3 days). At this point, the person has become acclimatized to that altitude and can begin ascending again. The best test for moderate AMS is to have the person "walk a straight line" heel to toe. Just like a sobriety test, a person with ataxia will be unable to walk a straight line. This is a clear indication that immediate descent is required. It is important to get the person to descend before the ataxia reaches the point where they cannot walk on their own (which would necessitate a litter evacuation).



Severe AMS Severe AMS presents as an increase in the severity of the aforementioned symptoms, including shortness of breath at rest, inability to walk, decreasing mental status, and fluid buildup in the lungs. Severe AMS requires immediate descent to lower altitudes (2,000 - 4,000 feet [610-1,220 meters]).
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NA M CH E A CC LIM A T IO N HI KES
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DING BO CHE A CC LIM A T IO N HIK ES
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FLIGHTS NAME



TO KATHMANDU



FROM KATHMANDU



Date



Airline



From



Flight #



Arrive



Date



Airline



To



Flight #



Annamalai Rajendran



21-Oct



Dragonair



Hong kong



CX6732



22:15



6-Nov



Dragonair



Hong Kong



CX6731



23:20



Depart



Ashwin Vora



22-Oct



Jet Airways



Bombay



9W-266



10:55



4-Nov



Jet Airways



Bombay



9W-265



12:05



Bala A. Balakrishnan



20-Oct



Dragon Air



Hong Kong



KA 0192



22:15



5-Nov



Dragon Air



Hong Kong



KA 0191



23:20



Gopi Reddy



22-Oct



Kingfisher



Delhi



IT 065



15:25



4-Nov



Kingfisher



Delhi



IT 066



16:35



Padma Chari



22-Oct



Kingfisher



Delhi



IT 065



15:25



4-Nov



Jet Lite



Delhi



7056



14:40



Pramath Raj Sinha



22-Oct



Kingfisher



Delhi



IT 065



15:25



4-Nov



Kingfisher



Delhi



IT 066



16:35



Reeta Gheewala



22-Oct



Jet Airways



Bombay



9W-266



10:55



4-Nov



Jet Airways



Bombay



9W-265



12:05



Reshma Nigam



22-Oct



Kingfisher



Delhi



IT 065



15:25



4-Nov



Kingfisher



Delhi



IT 066



16:35



Shobha Reddy



22-Oct



Kingfisher



Delhi



IT 065



15:25



4-Nov



Kingfisher



Delhi



IT 66



16:35



CONTACTS Tour Operator: Manoj Sharma  +977 985 106 1850 or +977 984 171 9767 (cell) Name



Cell # in India



Contact in India



Annamalai Rajendran



Contact in US



Shanthi (Wife) +91 456 523 0107



Priya (Daughter) +1 650 218 0146



Miku (Wife) +91 982 029 3532



Neel (Son) +1 510 673 5169



M. Loganathan (Bro-in-law) +91 989 476 6900



Amara (Wife) +1 650 949 0324



Nagraj Reddy (Bro-in-law) +91 997 133 3699



Sujatha (Sister) +1 650 965 8390



Gayathri Ranganathan (Sister) +91 802 341 6540



Srikanth (Husband) +1 408 857 4456



+91 981 106 9043



Gauri Varma (Wife) +91 114 163 0713 (home)



N.A.



Reshma Nigam



+91 981 178 5471



Manjari Jaruhar (Sister) +91 935 010 4828 (cell)



Anil (Husband) +1 408 529 5653



Shobha Reddy



+91 997 133 3699



Nagraj Reddy (Bro-in-law) +91 997 133 3699



Sujatha (Sister) +1 650 965 8390



Ashwin Vora



+91 982 029 3531



Bala A. Balakrishnan Gopi Reddy



+91 997 133 3699



Padma Chari Pramath Raj Sinha Reeta Gheewala



KATHMANDU HOTELS On arrival: Soaltee Crowne Plaza Kathmandu Sumati Shakya | Assistant Sales Manager Post Box 97, Tahachal, Kathmandu, Nepal Tel: +977 1 4273999 | Fax : +977 1 4278555 www.crowneplaza.com/kathmandu, www.ihg.com Name



Before departure: Hyatt Regency Kathmandu PO Box 9609, Taragaon, Boudha Kathmandu, Nepal Tel: +977 1 449 1234 Fax: +977 1 449 0033



Roommate



Arrival Stay



Soaltee Conf#



Departure Stay



Annamalai Rajendran



BB



21,22-Oct



973382



3,4,5-Nov



Ashwin Vora



PRS



22-Oct



973386



3-Nov



Bala A. Balakrishnan



RR



20,21,22-Oct



973382



3,4-Nov



Gopi Reddy



SR



22-Oct



973387



3-Nov



22-Oct



969917



3-Nov



Padma Chari Pramath Raj Sinha



AV



22-Oct



973386



3-Nov



Reeta Gheewala



RN



22-Oct



973385



3-Nov



Reshma Nigam



RG



22-Oct



973385



3-Nov



Shobha Reddy



GR



22-Oct



973387



3-Nov



Hyatt Conf#
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TREKKING CHECKLIST GEAR



CLOTHES



MEDICINES



FOOD



1.



1 liter Lexan water bottles - 2



"Hard shell" ski parka style jacket



Amoxicillin, Cipro, Levaflox, Erythromycin



Bread



2.



Adjustable hiking poles



Bandanas



Anti-inflammatory drugs (Like Aleve)



Cakes



3.



Antibacterial liquid soap



Ear muffs



Anti-nausea



Cereal



4.



Bath soap



Extra boot laces



Aspirin, Advil & Tylenol



Chocolate bars



5.



Bathroom cleaning supplies



Fanny pack



Augmentin



Cookies



6.



Batteries (For camera and headlamp)



Flip flops - for showers



Band Aid & Moleskin pads



Desserts



7.



Binoculars



Gaiters



Bengay



Gatorade powder



8.



Chap stick



Hiking boots



Caladryl/Lacto-calamine anti-itch lotion



Granola bars



9.



Combination Locks



Large handkerchiefs to block dust



Ciplox for upset stomach



Khakharas



10. Digital camera w/memory cards



Merino Wool Socks



Cold & cough medicine



Parathas



11. Duct tape



Micro fleece jersey



Diamox for altitude sickness



Pickles



12. Extra pair of reading glasses



Nylon water-resistant hiking pants



Erythromycin for infection



Rotis



13. Flashlight & head lamp



Polar Fleece jacket



Individual Prescription meds



Salty snacks



14. Hand-warmers



Polar Fleece vest (like REI's Wind Pro)



Individual vitamins and other supplements



Trail mix/dried fruits



15. Ice box-small



Polyprop T-shirts, short & long sleeve



Insect repellant



16. Large duffel bag with straps



Rain poncho & pants



Iodine pills for water



17. Laundry detergent



Ski Gloves & wool/fleece gloves



Multivitamins, Vitamin C



18. Moist Wipes



Slip-on Shoes



Neosporin ointment



19. Moisturizer or petroleum jelly



Sneakers



Nitroglycerin tablets (Sorbitrate)



20. Money (small currency notes)



Sock liners - polypropylene



Pepto Bismol, Immodium/Loperamide



21. Mylar reflective blanket



Thermal underwear-capilene or 2layer



Stretch gauze bandage, safety pins



22. Nail clippers



Undergarments



Visine eye drops



23. Notebook/diary



Wide brimmed, collapsible hat



24. One gallon size Ziploc bags



Woolen or polar fleece headband



25. Paper Towels/napkins 26. Passport 27. Pen 28.



Personal toilet bag (toothbrush/paste/etc.)



29. Plastic bags 30. Purell / hand sanitizer 31. Q-tips 32. Sleeping bag (-5 deg. C) with liner 33. Sleeping bag warmers - chemical 34. Sleeping suit 35. Small Travel Pillow 36. Sun glasses with UV protection 37. Tissues & Toilet Paper 38. Toilet papers 39. Towels, microfiber hand towels 40. Umbrella 41. Wallet 42. Watch 43. Waterproof backpack/day pack 44. Waterproof Sunscreen 45. Whistle and Swiss Army knife
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THE IMPORTANCE OF LAYERING Protective clothing is the most important equipment you will carry into the backcountry. During hostile weather, your attire must create a comfortable and safe personal environment to withstand any number of varying weather conditions. This thin buffer against the elements defends your very survival, so clothing must be chosen and fitted with care. No all-purpose garment can adapt to varying climates or temperatures, but versatile garments can contribute to a system of layered clothing that can be adjusted to any situation. The key to layering is to have breathable and moisture managing warm layers that can be peeled away or layered on top of one another when necessary. When you over-exert and become sweaty, take a layer off and put it in your pack. When you begin to get chilly, put a layer on. Versatile outdoor clothing adapts to protect you from thermal stress, rain, snow, and wind.



Body Physiology When conditions are unfavorable, your body adjusts energy production and circulatory priorities to maintain life. Circulation to the extremities is curtailed if core temperatures drop slightly as the brain and central nervous system become top priority. The key to comfort and survival in winter conditions is to maintain a near constant skin temperature. If the skin temperature drops, you’re losing energy and the internal body controls go into high gear to produce more heat. If the skin temperature is too high, sweating starts to function as an evaporative cooling system. Both conditions are not favorable for health or safety in the cold. To maintain comfort and energy production you also need to pay attention to your body’s nutritional requirements for sustained physical effort. Typically, extended activity requires a 4,000 calorie diet containing 50% carbohydrates, 30% proteins, and 20% fats. Carbohydrates are readily converted to usable energy, while proteins and fats require energy for digestion. Try to maintain an intake of carbohydrates throughout the day, “eating your way down the trail,” as author Robert Wood put it. Your body will work best regulating itself with the proper intake of nutrients throughout the day. Your body does the best job of digesting food while at rest during cold weather, so it makes sense to eat your heaviest meal in the evening, as opposed to breakfast, on days of high activity (especially when you are camping in the backcountry). The warmth of your sleeping bag is the best environment for renewing your energy supply to prepare for the next day’s hike.
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Tropical & Desert Climates Clothing protects from the heat as well as the cold. Clothing for extreme heat must be loose fitting, moisture wicking, and vented to pump the hot air out. It should be light colored to reflect solar heat and rugged enough to resist abrasion from the terrain. Use sunblock on all exposed skin and a wide brimmed hat to prevent sunburn on your scalp and face.



Winter-Weight Attire Proper clothing for any winter activity consists of three basic layers:_the skin layer, insulating layers, and shell outerwear. The skin layer should insulate, but more importantly, wick moisture away from the skin as perspiration is produced. This reduces evaporative heat loss. The insulating layers should be fleece, wool, goosedown, or synthetic fibers. Cotton should not be used for winter wilderness dressing as it retains too much moisture. Shell outerwear must be waterproof, breathable, and windproof to protect you from the elements and still let body vapor escape.



The Skin Layer Winter underwear is not only the first layer in your outdoor wardrobe, it is the most important. Underwear should trap an insulating layer of air next to the skin and also transport any moisture build-up to the outer clothing where it can be vented to the outside. Synthetics, silks and wool/synthetic blends are particularly good at drawing moisture away from the skin to eliminate evaporative skin cooling, a major cause of heat loss. These fabrics are also quick-drying to keep you warm even if you get wet. Active underwear is available in several different weights and fabrics for different activities. Lightweight underwear is used for aerobic winter sports and Midweight and Heavyweight underwear are utilized by more serious arctic travelers or less active people. There is even a windstopper fabric that you can wear without a shell which makes it ideal for runners, cyclists or skiers. Keep in mind, however, that cotton is not a suitable underwear fabric for outdoor use as it does not dry quickly which can lead to hypothermia.



Mid-Layer Pants Your legs carry the load and take the greatest abuse while in the backcountry. Rugged leg protection is important. Pants must be constructed from tight-weaved, abrasionresistant material that is heavily sewn and reinforced at wear points yet styled for movement and utility. Cold weather calls for fleece, wool, or synthetic pants with ‘warm when wet’ characteristics to prevent hypothermia. Backcountry pants should also be windproof, waterproof, and breathable for snow or wet conditions. 15



Mid-Layer Tops Synthetic fleece or wool blend tops are appropriate middle layers for active outdoor adventures. If you wear a shirt under your fleece or wool top, be sure that the shirt does not fit tightly so moisture next to your skin can vent outward. Air flow is very important. (Never wear cotton tops while active because it will trap moisture next to your skin.) There is a tremendous variety of fleece tops available in assorted weights and styles to fit your needs. Fleece is versatile, easy to care for, dries quickly. and insulates even when wet. Wool acts in many of the same ways as fleece in that it insulates even when wet and traps warm air next to your body for insulation. Either choice is a good one for keeping you warm and moving moisture away from the skin while being active outdoors in cold weather.



Insulation Layer A layering system needs a midweight filled parka, fleece parka, goose down vest, or fleece vest that is lightweight and can pack into a small stuff sack into your backpack. This layer is the one to pull out when you stop for lunch on a ski tour, cycle trip, or hike. Vests work well for active people giving them greater arm mobility and more ventilation. The heat retention of the garment is determined by its loft (thickness) and how well the insulation resists heat loss. A goose down, fleece, or fiber-filled garment will be your best insulation against the cold. Goose down is the lightest insulator known to man. Goose down is highly compressible, resilient, and gives great mobility. Quality synthetic fills also work very well and are non-allergenic. Heavyweight fleece is also non-allergenic and very effective with the added advantage of keeping you warm if it gets wet because it dries very quickly. Whether you choose parkas or vests, fleece or goose down, they will all work well as an insulating layer against cold weather.



Shell Outerwear The outer shell of your winter attire is your first line of defense against the elements. Gore-Tex® or other waterproof/breathable fabrics are ideal for backcountry shell outerwear. They shed water and pass moisture away from your body to keep you warm and dry. Shell Outerwear for backcountry use must have the following 4 primary characteristics: 1) Be waterproof. Wetness is the greatest threat to your safety. Wet clothing loses heat significantly. It could be said that mastering the wilderness is the art of staying dry. 2) Block the wind. Wind carries huge caches of heat away and can drop your body temperature down below desirable levels. Protection is needed to stay comfortable and warm. 3) Resist abrasion. There is nothing more damaging to clothing than a thorny thicket. If your safety relies on your shell, it must be tough and able to withstand abuse from the trail. 16



4) Fit and be easy to use. In the most severe weather you will notice the difference between easy or not easy to use. It is then that you have mountain boots with gaiters, mittens, a down jacket, a wool hat, and all the vents battened down. You will notice if your shell fits, if it shelters your face from the elements, is easy to unzip with your mittens on, and if you are able to move around while wearing all of it tromping through the wilderness. As well as the necessary characteristics mentioned previously, you want to look for other features that are useful in your backcountry shell outerwear. When looking for a backcountry shell parka, look for an integral hood with ample visor and a drawcord, draft and rain flaps over all zippers and pockets, ventilation gussets (especially at wrists), ample room for insulating layers, and pit zips to ventilate under your arms. When looking for backcountry shell pants, look for leg zippers with rain flaps for putting on over boots, a drawcord/elastic waist section, and elastic at the ankles. These features will give you that added extra comfort and mobility when you hit the trail.



Winter Accessories When suiting up for the outdoors, you can not neglect the accessories that will keep your head, hands and feet warm. Footwear, gloves or mittens, and hats are key in keeping your extremities warm in the frigid winter months.



Foot Protection Your socks should be wool or synthetic but never cotton. Socks must fit into your boots with some breathing room left over for air circulation. Always have a dry pair handy. When choosing boots, fit comes first, durability second and waterproofness, third. The most high tech boot made is no good to you if it doesn’t fit your feet properly. Fortunately, we offer a wide selection from many manufacturers to make sure you can find the perfect fit. Good boots will fend off rocks, ankle bruises, water, and will enhance your agility. Please see our “Feet First” brochure for more detailed boot information. Lastly, Gaiters over your boots will keep snow, wetness, and brambles off your legs and socks. In deep snow or brush, this is an accessory not to do without.



Hand Protection The hands transmit heat rapidly and they are the first to get cold out in winter weather. Mittens are the warmest protection and are mandatory for arctic backcountry conditions. Gloves are suitable for most Mid-Atlantic winters, however, liners under gloves or mittens are a must.
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Head and Neck Protection We radiate 30% of our body heat from our head. In cold conditions, a convertible balaclava is the most versatile and easy to use. Convertible balaclavas can be worn as full head and neck protection, head protection only, or neck protection only. Synthetic facemasks and helmet liners also provide exceptional warmth and keep the head dry. Keeping your head, neck, and face dry and warm is very important for your health and overall body temperature regulation in severe cold weather.



Prevent Thermal Illness The body works best with an internal temperature of 98.6oF and a skin temperature of 91.4oF. Body core temperature variations of only a few degrees too high or low can cause serious thermal illness, possible permanent injury, and even death.



Hyperthermia In high temperatures with high humidity the body has difficulty losing heat. It can sweat out up to two quarts of water per hour trying to do so. Prolonged muscular exertion (which produces more heat) can raise the core temperature resulting in hyperthermia. Symptoms are exhaustion, heat stroke, or cramps. To prevent hyperthermia: Drink plenty of water (special drinks like Gatorade also help replace body salts), dress in loose fitting, light colored hydrophobic clothing with a wide brimmed hat for shade, and do not over-exert yourself. Make sure to take rests in the shade.



Hypothermia Below 60oF air temperature or 70oF water temperature, the unprotected body loses heat quite rapidly. The colder the conditions, the less the body is able to produce heat. When heat is lost faster than it can be replaced, hypothermia occurs. This is a lowering of the body core temperature past the point of recovery. Symptoms are loss of coordination, disorientation, stupor, and violent shivering. Minor shivering is a pre-hypothermia condition. To prevent hypothermia: Conserve body heat by wearing proper insulation and layering for your activity level. Hats, gloves, and dry footwear are especially important. Stay dry by controlling sweat build-up through layering wicking fibers, venting your clothing, and wearing proper raingear. Heat loss through evaporation and conduction to water is dramatic. Finally, prevent dehydration by drinking lots of warm fluids. Do not drink alcohol or smoke as these activities will hasten hypothermia. A great experience begins by keeping safe and warm.
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VISA APPLICATION FORM, NEPAL (For Tourist, Official and Diplomatic Visa)



Please check the following if applying for tourist visa for the first time in the current year: [ ] $25.00 for 15 days multiple entry [ ] $40.00 for 30 days miltiple entry



[ ] $100.00 for 90 days multiple entry



All Visas can be obtained either at the entry point or at the Nepalese Embassy abroad. No fee is charged for Official and Diplomatic visa. H. E. Ambassador/Consul General/Consul, I wish to travel to Nepal and therefore, request for [ ] Diplomatic [ ] Official 1. Full name:



[ ] Tourist Visa. 2. Nationality:



3. Place and date of birth: 4. Permanent address: 5. Phone no.: 6. Temporary address in Nepal: 7. Occupation:



8. Passport no.:



9. Date and place of issue:



10. Date of expiry:



11. Purpose of visit & expected date of arrival in Nepal: 12. Duration of stay: [ ] Days [ ] Weeks [ ] Months



13. Number of previous visits:



14. Year, month and duration of last visit:



. Signature of the applicant 1. Type of visa:



Date For official use only 2. Fees/reason for waiver, if gratis:



3. Visa entry number:



4. Date of issue:



5. Date of expiry



6. Visa Sticker no.:



........................................................ Issuing Officer
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REQUIREMENTS FOR OBTAINING NEPAL VISA 1. Send your valid passport with a duly filled out visa application form affixing a passport size photo on it. Passport should remain valid at least for six months from the date of entry into Nepal. 2. Visa fee can be sent by money order or cashier's check in the name of NEPALESE EMBASSY. If two or more applicants applying together, you may make a single money order or cashier's check multiplying the fee by the number of applicants. PERSONAL CHECKS ARE NOT ACCEPTED. 3. Send a self-addressed strong envelope with sufficient postage to return passport/s. regular or first class mail has no tracking number to inquire the delivery status. We advise applicants to send prepaid envelope of any kind of express mail to return passport/s. We take no responsibility of any undelivered passport/s because of the insufficient postage, a weak envelope to bear up the load, etc. 4. Visa fees: If you are applying for the first time in the current year, the following fee will be charged: (a) $25.00 for 15 days multiple entry (b) US $ 40.00 for 30 days multiple entry (c) US $ 100.00 for 90 days multiple entries. 5. Visa once issued cannot be withdrawn, visa fee cannot be refunded after visa is issued, and it must be used within six months from the date of issue. 6. It takes 7 business days to issue visa after the application is received at the Embassy. 7. The Nepalese Consulate General in New York also issues tourist visas, whose address is: 820 Second Avenue, Suite 17 B, New York, NY 10017. Tel. (212) 370 3988/89 Fax (212) 953 2038 8. Canadian and/or non Canadian nationals currently residing in Canada may also apply for visa to the Honorary Nepalese Consulate General, 1200 Bay Street, At. Bloor St., Suite 1203, Toronto, Ontario M5R 2A5, Tel: 416.975.0910, Fax: 416.975.9275. 9. Tourist visa may also be obtained at any of the following entry points: Tribhuvan International Airport, Kathmandu; Biratnagar (Jogbani), Birgunj (Raxaul), Bhairahawa (Sunauli) and Kakarbhitta (Panitanki) on NepalIndia border and Kodari on Nepal China border. 10. Tourists carrying more than 2,000.00 US dollar or equivalent foreign currency are requested to declare in the Custom Declaration Form at the time of arrival in Nepal. Those returning from Nepal with undeclared money exceeding US $ 2,000.00 or equivalent foreign currency may be interrogated for further legal actions in accordance with Foreign Exchange Regulation Act of Nepal. 11. Tourists traveling by car should possess a valid Passage de Carnet.
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NEPAL CUSTOMS, CURRENCY & AIRPORT TAX REGULATIONS Free Import     



tobacco not exceeding 250 grams (equiv. to 250 cigarettes) whisky/wine not exceeding 1.15 liters or beer up to 12 cans clothes and goods for personal use medicine not exceeding NPR 1000 fruits or canned food not exceeding NPR 1000.



Export Regulations Free export of personal effects previously imported and declared by the passenger. Passengers who want to export antiquities or curios are advised to consult the Curator of the Nepal Museum in Kathmandu whether or not export it is allowed. For the export of such articles also a clearance certificate from the Customs is necessary.



Airport Embarkation Tax AIRPORT TAX – levied on passengers embarking in Nepal. NPR 791 to Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Maldives, Pakistan or Sri Lanka. NPR 1,130 to all other countries. TOURISM SERVICE FEE – levied on all foreign nationals embarking at Kathmandu. NPR 565. Place of payment: Airport of departure.



Currency Rules CURRENCY IMPORT REGULATIONS: Local currency and Indian currency: nationals of Nepal and India: unlimited and in small denominations. Other nationalities: foreign currencies exceeding USD 2000 must be declared. CURRENCY EXPORT REGULATIONS: Local currency (Nepalese Rupee-NPR) and foreign currencies: up to the amounts imported and declared. Only ten per cent of the amount exchanged into local currency will be re-exchanged into foreign currency at the airport upon departure.
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LUKLA WEATHER
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LOBUCHE WEATHER
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